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The highly anticipated exhibition, Serial Eater. food design stories, is finally going to be 
opening its doors. Visitors will need to book. Something to savour in complete safety 
at the CID – centre d’innovation et de design at the Grand-Hornu, from 27 June until 29 
November 2020. With an exciting new podcast to accompany your experience.
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Designed by the curator Benjamin Stoz, the exhibition analyses thirty 
years of experimentation and reflections around the subject of “food 
as an object”. From its development in the 1990s to the current role it 
plays, food design analyses our behaviour, our desires and our doubts 
as eaters. Junk food, food waste or overeating; understanding how we 
produce and consume puts food under the spotlight. There is no doubt 
that a good number of our food habits will have to change if we want to 
feed the world’s entire population healthily by 2050. But are we ready for 
change?

The health crisis we have witnessed over the last few months and the 
news stories that have come out of it give the exhibition particular 
resonance. Many people are calling the foundations of our consumer 
society into question. Recent events have highlighted the influence 
of certain human activities, including in particular those connected 
to intensive farming, on the development of the Covid-19 pandemic. 
Indeed, mankind’s encroachment on land inhabited by wild animals 
that carry a wide range of viruses is without a doubt the cause of the 
epidemics that we have experienced in recent years.

Today, as the food industry is in crisis, with a system in which 
consumption is held up as a cultural and idealogical value, eaters are 
riddled with guilt, and profiles are becoming more and more extreme. 
These days, how can we be carnivores at the same time as being 
eco-responsible and sensitive to animal welfare as well as continuing 
to enjoy eating, all at the same time?* By rethinking the overall food 
experience and establishing new limits, food design puts forward a 
series of sustainable, innovative alternatives, whose goal is first and 
foremost to feed the stomach, the eyes and the mind.
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The eater is an evolving species. Since the late 20th century, the profile 
of the consumer has changed greatly. According to the American 
essayist Michael Pollan, the last fifty years have radically transformed 
our way of eating. Feeding ourselves is no longer a vital function, but 
the affirmation of a life choice, taking a stance and above all, one of 
the most cutting-edge trends of global culture. At the same time, food 
design is making its media debut on our plates. It is a recent discipline 
whose origins lie in art history, industrial design and food. Analysis of 
its development will enable us to understand the transformations in 
consumer habits and awareness about the food system. Its evolution 
is promoted by a series of cultural, culinary and industrial influences, 
which are going to make the evident limits of food more permeable.  

INTRODUCTION
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ART AND FOOD

EVOLUTIONS IN 
COOKING

Many artists have used food as the subject of their creations. In the 
early 20th century, Italian futurists were the first to take an avant-
garde, transgressive look at food. In their determination to bring art into 
all dimensions of daily life, they used food as a sort of poetic, visual 
language. This definition of food as a creative material was to serve 
as the basis for teaching culinary design, which began in 1999, when 
the Atelier de recherche en design culinaire was created at ESAD in 
Reims (France). As forerunners of the artistic happening, the futurists 
organised a series of meals composed of eccentric menus that were 
totally out of sync with the monotony of conventional dinners. Then 
in the 1960s, a new generation of visual artists under the guidance 
of Daniel Spoerri formed the Eat Art trend and took food as a support 
for their work. Veritable gastronomic spectacles between visual arts 
and theatre, these early performances were to influence those that 
followed, created by food design pioneers such as Marti Guixé, Marc 
Bretillot and Marije Vogelzang. Through their social dimension, these 
food happenings call into question the act of eating, gustatory habits 
and the universality of taste.

In 1973, the food critic duo Henri Gault and Christian Millau radically 
transformed the bourgeois image of gastronomy by inventing the 
concept of nouvelle cuisine. This way of preparing food was in phase 
with the trends of the time: the emancipation of women, nature 
conservation and the challenging of social hierarchies. It enabled 
French gastronomy to be desacralised and promoted the subsequent 
collaboration between certain chefs and the first food designers, 
such as ‘Yan Pennor’s or Stéphane Bureaux. In spite of the ridicule 
which it sometimes inspired, nouvelle cuisine paved the way for all 
the subsequent culinary upheavals, in France and throughout the 
world. Indeed, a few decades later, molecular cuisine offered itself 
a mediatised entry into global gastronomy. An emblematic figure of 
the movement, Ferran Adrià proposed an emotional cuisine resulting 
from the combination of several disciplines: gastronomy, science, 
design, graphic design and even sign language. Very often disparaged, 
molecular cuisine has nevertheless enabled chefs to accept to reinvent 
their practices but also to use new tools and modify their ingredients. Its 
mediatisation granted a certain legitimacy to the food design research 
and experimentation. 
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THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF FOOD DESIGN

In the early 20th century, the urbanisation and industrialisation of 
society engendered a new way of producing and distributing food. These 
industrial methods led to modifications in the appearance of such 
products as biscuits, chocolates, pasta and all foods that were shaped 
by means of a “moulded” preparation. With industrial design, foods 
become marketable products, nutritionally balanced and endowed 
with standardised characteristics, such a a handy geometric shape 
or a determined colour, all in a recognisable package (e.g. Toblerone, 
Digestive biscuits, Jelly Babies, etc.). But globalisation and the growing 
complexity of the food chain highlighted the negative effects of 
technological and industrial developments. In our contact with food, 
the divide has become increasingly wider between the production and 
consumption systems. Food design has now established itself as a 
positive contributor in the reconciliation between the eater and the food 
industry. 

In the 1990s, a handful of designers reflected and experimented with 
the food object. Martí Guixé was one of the first people to use the term 
food design. In 1997, the Catalan designer invented Spamt, a hybrid 
combination between traditional Catalan tomato bread and industrial 
food. In France, collaboration between the patisserie chef Pierre Hermé 
and the designer ‘Yan Pennor’s to create La cerise sur le gâteau marked 
the first real encounter between the two disciplines. In 1999, the first 
culinary design research workshop was set up by the designer Marc 
Bretillot, a materials professor at the Ecole Supérieur d’Art et Design in 
Reims. Here food was considered like any other material, except that it 
had a different purpose, that of being eaten. A few years later in 2005, 
the Agence pour la Promotion de la Création Industrielle legitimised the 
new discipline by awarding a prize for the dessert Hommage à Jean 
Prouvé to its designer, Stéphane Bureaux. The first food design work 
focused on the shape of foods, without overlooking its organoleptic 
qualities. Food design is based on a cultural approach to food, from its 
preparation to its consumption, via its presentation. In The Netherlands, 
Katja Gruitjers and Marije Vogelzang were the first to question their 
stomachs. Marie prefers the term Eat Design, a concept based on the 
act of eating rather than on the food object. Towards the end of the 
2000s, the concept of food design was consolidated. Various disciplines 
met up within it and combined, including molecular physics, biology, 
genetics, anthropology and the sociology of nutrition. Its objectives 

DESIGN AND THE 
AGRI-FOOD INDUSTRY
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THE SERIAL EATER

evolved in line with an awareness of the impact our behaviour was 
having on the environment. Increasingly conceptual projects emerged 
and the first reflection on the future of our food took place with such 
designers as Susana Soares, Chloé Rutzerveld and Carolien Niebling.

Concerns in relation to our health, food security and the origin of our 
food brought about a real change in our daily diets. However, people 
have to remain the principal objective of food design. Our behaviour, 
eating habits, taboos and tastes form the basis of the discipline. In 
a sometimes alarmist approach to the future of food, food designers 
propose their answers to the questions of the 21st century eater. What 
types of consumers are we? How can we assess our impact in the 
current system and what are we going to accept to have on our plates?

Man is the main target of food design. His behaviour, his consumption 
habits, his taboos and his tastes form the foundations of this young 
discipline. These days, concerns about our health, food safety, 
agriculture or where our food comes from trigger a real social debate. 
Bombarded by the media, carnivores are riddled with guilt and are 
starting to ask questions about the future of their food: plant-based 
steaks, sausages made from insects or cultured meat? On top of 
this, the recent health crisis triggered by Covid-19 has highlighted the 
responsibility of certain practices in the development of epidemics, 
such as intensive cattle farming or the trade in live animals for 
consumption. The search for healthier food that is more aligned 
with environmental issues has brought about the profile of an 
environmentally responsible consumer. But between our food wishes 
and the assessment of our environmental footprint, the struggle 
against food waste and the recycling of packaging, it appears that the 
battle has already been lost. Certain eaters have become even more 
radicalised, like vegans who refuse to consume any product of animal 
origin (food, leather, wool, medicines or beauty products tested on 
animals). More than just a dietary restriction, veganism is a way of life 
focusing on the defence of animal rights. In this new food order, the 
love of good food seems to have become a resolutely mortal sin once 
again. Yet the pleasure of eating and the social dimension of meals are 
fundamental aspects of our development as serial eaters. Food design 
can then offer us a more light-hearted vision of our relationship to food, 
whilst not forgetting its primary objective: nourishing our stomachs, 

eyes and minds.
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CATALOGUE

Dans une approche parfois 
anxiogène du futur alimentaire, 
le food design interroge nos 
comportements, nos désirs et nos 
doutes en tant que mangeur. Il propose 
également une vision plus ludique de 
notre relation à la nourriture mais 
sans en oublier son objectif premier : 
nourrir l’estomac, les yeux et l’esprit. 
Des origines de la discipline aux 
questionnements actuels en termes 
d’anthropologie, de jurisprudence et 
de design.  

 

In a sometimes anxiety-
provoking approach to the future 
of food, Food Design questions our 
behaviour, desires and doubts as 
eaters. It also proposes a more 
entertaining vision of our relationship 
to food, whilst not forgetting its 
primary objective: nourishing our 
stomachs, eyes and minds. From the 
origins of the discipline to current 
issues in terms of anthropology, 
jurisprudence and design.

 — Main text: Benjamin Stoz 
 — Translations: Right-Ink, Laura Austrums
 — Graphic design: Laetitia Centritto
 — Direction: Marie Pok
 — French / English 
 — 272 pages 
 — 97 illustrations
 — 24 x 17 cm - Hard cover
 — ISBN: 978-90-5856-650-8

Although guided tours are currently not permitted, there are plenty of 
texts explaining the exhibits and their context. A catalogue has also 
been published by the CID and Stichting Kunstboek.
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NEW: a free podcast will accompany you on your journey through  
the exhibition, including an interview with the curator, Benjamin Stoz,  
by Marie Pok, the CID’s director.

PODCAST
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In 2003, Benjamin Stoz graduated in interior design at the Royal 
Academy of Fine Arts in Brussels. His interest for the object and its 
placement in a space goes back to those early years in his training. 
A couple of years on, his thesis entitled Commercial design as sales 
argument was published by Edipro. His endeavours primarily turned 
towards commercial design and exhibition scenography.

With a European fund from EURODYSEE, he travelled to Valencia and 
Madrid in 2006, where, over a period of six years, he worked as interior 
designer for a firm of architects specialising in retail design. With 
this experience, he developed a different vision on interior design. 
Sensibility, technical grasp, dynamism and flexibility became his 
trademarks. 

He returned to Belgium in 2012 to set up his own firm of interior design, 
specialising in exhibition scenography and interior decoration. Since 
then, he often participates in activities within the education system, for 
example judging at ‘Ecole de Design de Nantes’, the Royal Academies of 
Fine Arts in Brussels and Arlon,’ L’Ecole supérieure Art2 de Mons’,…
His passion for the history of design and architecture regularly involves 
him as curator. These related activities enable him to see his profession 
from a new angle, feeding his creative curiosity.

His research focuses on the insertion of design in the various current 
human activities and on the societal aspect of the design professions. 
He is also interested in the development of the history of interior 
architecture, the concept of interiority and the understanding of interior 
architecture as a place of representation.

BIOGRAPHY OF 
BENJAMIN STOZ, 
CURATOR OF 
THE EXHIBITION



As curator

Publications

2020
 — Serial Eater. food design stories, CID - centre for innovation and 

design at Grand-Hornu.

2019 
 — SPACES - Interior design evolution, ADAM Brussels Design Museum, 

Brussels 

2017 
 — From Belgium with light, CID Grand-Hornu, Mons.
 — Curiosity, 23ste salon of Walloon art professions. Abbatial palace 

of Saint-Hubert, in association with ’Entente interprovinciale des 
Métiers d'art de Wallonie’. 

 — Archi-Hub, Architecture and urbanism in Saint-Hubert. Exterior 
exhibition root on architecture and urbanism in Saint-Hubert. In 
association with ‘Maison de l’Urbanisme Famenne Ardenne (MUFA)’. 

2016 
 — The little craft laboratory, SDAC Province of Luxembourg, Saint-

Hubert.
 — Concours Bois HLL, organisation of a competition for architecture 

in association with DGO4 and ‘Ressources Naturelles et 
Développement’.

2014 
 — Is the province of Luxembourg design?, Abbatial palace of Saint-

Hubert. Circle for reflection on design in a rural setting and 
contemporary creation in Belgian Luxembourg.  
 
 
 
 

 — From Belgium with light in 2017 edited by CID at Grand-Hornu
 — Aménagement commerciaux : se différencier pour réussir in 2016, 

published by Edipro, Liège.
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Benjamin Stoz

© photo dbcreation 
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 — Arvid & Marie
 — atelier lachaert dhanis
 — Aldo Bakker
 — Emilie Baltz
 — Raphaëlle Beaurin
 — Marc Bretillot
 — Bompas & Parr
 — Germain Bourré
 — Agathe Bouvachon
 — Stéphane Bureaux
 — Burton Nitta – Michael Burton & Michiko Nitta
 — David Edwards
 — Goldsmith Company
 — Martí Guixé
 — honey & bunny - Stonja Stummerer & Martin Hablesreiter
 — Delphine Huguet
 — Roza Janusz
 — Jinhyun Jeon
 — Rae Kuo
 — Adelaide Lala Tam
 — Julian Lechner
 — Raphaël Lutz
 — Erika Marthins
 — Hugo Meert
 — Antoni Miralda
 — Mathilde Nakken
 — Next Nature Network
 — Carolien Niebling
 — Open Meals
 — Alkesh Parmar
 — Julie Rothhahn
 — Chloé Rutzerveld
 — Francesca Sarti
 — Johanna Schmeer
 — Julia Schwarz
 — Dorothée Selz
 — Laila Snevele
 — Susana Soares
 — Marije Vogelzang
 — Andi Wagner & Ina Turinski
 — Magali Wehrung

 

DESIGNERS
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Chloé Rutzerveld, 
Edible Growth, 2014 

© photo Chloé Rutzerveld  
Food Designer

3D printing of organisms inside a 
reusable greenhouse.
After printing the edible product, 
the eater places the greenhouse in 
the sun and the plants and fungi it 
contains will reach maturity thanks to 
photosynthesis.

Next Nature Network, 
Bistro in Vitro – Meat Oyster, 2015 

© photo Next Nature Network et 
Submarine Channel

Project for a fictitious restaurant offering 
a series of dishes and recipes made with 
meat grown in the laboratory.   

Alkesh Parmar, 
A peel, 2011 

© photo Alkesh Parmar

Creation of a new sustainable and 
biodegradable material derived from 
citrus fruit food waste.
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Martí Guixé, 
I-cakes, 
La Sala Vinçon, Barcelona 2001 

© Inga Knölke

Decoration becomes information. The 
proportion of ingredients is symbolized 
by the coloured parts of the glaze.

Stéphane Bureaux, 
TCC1, 2010 

© S.Bureaux

Speculative project on in-vitro meat which 
consists in growing a meatball on a stick 
using a bioreactor.
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Arvid&Marie
S.A.M - The Symbiotic 
Autonomus Machine, 2017 

© Arvid&Marie

Hybrid machine that is both 
technological and organic, resulting 
from research into the automation of 
food production. As an economic entity, 
it manages all stages of Kombucha's 
production and distribution.

Jinhyun Jeon
Sensory Dessert Spoon – CV Coral, 
2012-20 

© 2019 Stimuli

Sensory spoons that demonstrate that 
the texture and shape of cutlery can 
change our perception of taste. We 
associate sweetness with round shapes 
and bitterness with angular shapes.
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Marc Bretillot, 
Crus de Cacao, 2003

© Marc Bretillot

This project is a multidisciplinary 
experience and a work on volumes 
and shapes that tends to highlight 
the expression of five cocoa vintages 
associated with five beverages.

Carolien Niebeling, 
The Sausage of the future

© Younès Klouche 

The project analyzes the design and 
taste of the sausage of the future, 
critically drawing on the different ways 
in which meat is consumed around the 
world.
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PARTNERS

The npo CID - centre for innovation and design at Grand-Hornu is subsidised by the 
Province of Hainaut.
With the support of the Wallonia-Brussels Federation – Visual Arts Sector.
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CID - CENTRE FOR INNOVATION AND 
DESIGN at Grand-Hornu 
Site du Grand-Hornu 
Rue Sainte-Louise 82 
B-7301  Hornu

T: +32 (0)65 65 21 21
F: +32 (0)65 61 38 97
info.cid@grand-hornu.be

www.cid-grand-hornu.be  
www.facebook.com/cidgrandhornu
________ 

PRESIDENT 
Fabienne Capot

DIRECTOR 
Marie Pok
________

COMMUNICATION DEPARTMENT
Massimo Di Emidio 
+32 (0)65 61 39 11 
massimo.di_emidio@hainaut.be

PRESS CONTACT
Sophie Carrée PR
photo : sophiecarree.be/press
+32 2 346 05 00 
press@sophiecarree.be
www.sophiecarree.com

OPENING TIMES
Every day from 10 AM until 6 PM, except 
Mondays. 
The Grand-Hornu is closed on 24, 25, 31st 
December and 1st January.

The office can be reached during 
weekdays from 8 AM to 4.30 PM.
________

ADMISSION FEE
 — Combined ticket for the Grand-Hornu 

site / CID / MAC’s: €10
 — Discount: €2 or €6
 — Group rates (minimum 15 ppl.): €6
 — School groups: €2
 — Free for children under 6
 — Free entry on the first sunday of the 

month
 — Free guided tour from Tuesday to 

Friday at 15.30, Saterday at 11.00 and 
15.30, Sunday at 15.00 and 16.30

 — Audio-guides for the historic site: €3  
(FR / DUTCH / GERMAN / ENGL / IT / 
SP)

BOOKING NUMBER
Advance reservation required for guided 
tours (by appointment) of exhibitions  
and/or historic site (FR / DUTCH /  
GERMAN / ENGL). 
+32 (0)65 61 39 02 
reservations@grand-hornu.be 
________

CATERING
Rizom is the sixth project of Chef  
Sang Hoon Degeimbre.
This restaurant, located in the heart of 
the Grand-Hornu, offers a cuisine that 
melts different cultures together. In 
addition, Rizom also provides a new fast 
food service in the cafeteria that was 
recently transformed by designer Benoît 
Deneufbourg. 

info@rizom-restaurant.be
www.rizom-restaurant.be
+32 (0)65 61 38 76
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